avowed that only because he felt a moral obligation to straighten out the present social situation had he decided to sacrifice some of the time badly needed by his other academic and extra-curricular activities to undertake the handling of this venture personally.

Jocko, who explained to us, last night, the workings of his new brain baby has had definite experience along this line before which will undoubtedly prove of value in the management of his new date bureau. In addition to being an honors student in Course XXV Herlihy was one of the leading lights in the short lived "Committee to Consolidate College Committees Working for the Relief of Beleaguered European Nations", which was to attempt a gala relief of Beleaguered European Nations.

Wide-flung Network Planned

As set up at present Fun Associated will have representatives in both fraternity houses and the dormitories as well as at the different young ladies' educational institutions. At each of these divisional offices applicants for positions on the lists of escorts, both male and female, will be interviewed and photographed. It is through these offices that all applications for services will be handled although they will of necessity be referred to the central clearing office for the assignment of escorts.

As Jocko in the management of the new business are Jon O'Conor, prominent campus "smoothie" and Jackie Tyrrell, local lad about town.

Representatives at the various colleges who will act as department managers include: Kay Denovan of Emmanuel College, Margaret Schwarz of Pine Manor; Barbara Pierpoint, Susan Young, "Taffy" Shepard, Coxe Green, Kay Lawrence and Margaret Cobble, all of Wellesley.

Date Bureau
(Continued from Page 3)

Jerome T. Coe Tells Secrets In Bund Meet

New Dictator Says Excess Illumination At Tech Formals; The Tech Agrees

Representing the Technology Bund, Inc., Jerome T. Coe, '42, prominent aryan member of the student body spoke in Huntington Hall at a secret meeting last Wednesday. Addressing members of the Strength Through Joy organization he decried the shortage of dark corners at Technology dances.

With his purple and grey tie dangling under his double chin Coe declared himself Dictator according to the customary manner. The Institute Committee fire of a few months ago, which was blamed on the American Student Union, got Coe's particular attention in his two minute speech lasting the better part of the evening.

Sabateurs Enter

At his point five blonde foreign spies entered and sabotaged the meeting. Coe offered no resistance, but warned the other party members, "Remember, boys, everything I have said is between you and me and Haskle Price."

Donning his field grey uniform he stated, "I shall not remove this undershirt until our country is free from the American menace. Only true Germans shall enjoy the pleasures of an evening in South Boston."

Coe described Fritz Kuhn, his fellow bund-leader, as a bush league bandit. Astrologers had foreseen a great revolution led by a tall, dark, handsome brute like Coe — according to Coe Kuhn is out.

Explosion
(Continued from Page 5)

Dictator Coe

Friday, April 25

Medical Department, said that the survivors were probably, but that a few were in danger.

Eye Witness Account

An unidentified student, a Tech's photographer were witnesses in the court between 6 and the dormitories at 1 of the explosion. Our photographer, "It was horrible, but far. The force of the blast knocked me off my feet. I hate to think those people trapped in the building were well guarded, in official statement."

A coin dated 134 B.C. was unearthed in Greece.
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BETA THETA PI

An ideal fraternity with a brand-new house. Running water in buckets, Simmons mattresses, Simmons beds, Simmons dates. Ten roommates for every pledge. Special pull with the profs and A. L. M. Dinge. Join the Betas NOW.

SPECIAL RATES — NO COVER
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